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Providentialism in early modern catholic iberia: 
competing influences of Hebrew Political 
traditions

abstract: Half a century ago, in a debate over the shaping of Hispanic history and 
identity, Américo Castro argued that Iberian providential ideologies had their roots 
in Hebraic political traditions introduced into Iberian Catholic culture by conversos. 
This article presents both Castro’s position and alternative approaches and argues that 
while conversos indeed promoted early modern Iberian providentialism, they were 
joined by anti-converso elements. The narrative proposed here assumes the existence 
of two competing versions of Iberian Catholic providentialism: the first was ethnically 
and culturally inclusive, deeply imbued with Pauline theology; the second was exclu-
sive, influenced primarily by an interpretation of the Old Testament idea of an elected 
people. While converso and pro-converso providentialism endorsed the former, anti- 
converso elements promoted the latter. Through an examination of the complex relation-
ship between conversos and ideas of providentialism in early modern Iberia, I reconsider 
assertions regarding Old Testament origins of medieval and early modern European 
national discourses. 

1. converso origins of iberian Providentialism

in his late-sixteenth-century “epistola ad Hispanos” (c. 1595), the Spanish 
doctor of law in rome, Juan de Garnica, exclaimed, “God chose you, o 
Spain! and was pleased to raise you, so that you should be universal, 
catholic, and perfect.” Such a providential perspective can be found ear-
lier in alonso de ercilla’s “la araucana” (1568), where it is said that God 
chose the Spaniards to discover and settle the New World because they 



were the most ardent catholics and the bravest soldiers.1 indeed, the vast 
geographical discoveries made by catholic Spain and Portugal, coupled 
with the significant role these “nations”2 played in fighting infidels and 
heretics—including turks, Protestants, crypto-Jews, and more—in early 
modernity, reinforced the belief promoted by iberian kings, theologians, 
and literati that they had been chosen by God to spread faith and truth 
in the world. This belief, needless to say, was fraught with political con-
sequences and enmeshed with political interests. Political hegemony and 
economic wealth, for example, were understood as earthly rewards for 
uncompromising, theologically motivated policies. 

Half a century ago, in a debate over the shaping of Hispanic history 
and identity, américo castro (1885–1972) argued that iberian providen-
tial ideologies such as those described here had their roots in Hebrew 
political traditions introduced into catholic-iberian culture by con-
versos, or New christians, namely, christians of Jewish descent. in the 
pages that follow i will present both castro’s position and positions of his 
critics who questioned whether and to what extent iberian providential 
discourse was indeed of a Hebraic nature. i will argue for a dialectic re-
appraisal of his thesis.

as in many of his books and articles, in The Structure of Spanish 
History castro claimed that conversos adapted Hebrew-biblical traditions 
into “Gothic” political myths of iberian superiority. For 

[t]he infiltration of the converts into the christian society gave rise 
to phenomena that have found a parallel in the history of our own 
day, when many extremists of the “right” or the “left” have changed 

1 Quoted by m.J. rodríguez-Salgado, “christians, civilized and Spanish: multiple 
identities in Sixteenth-century Spain,” in Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 
6th ser., 8 (1998), p. 246. on Juan de Garnica’s apocalyptical views of Spanish monar-
chy, see John a. marino, “an anti-campanellan Vision on the Spanish monarchy of 
1595,” in John a. marino and Thomas Kuehn, eds., A Renaissance of Conflicts: Visions 
and Revisions of Law and Society in Italy and Spain (toronto: Victoria university 
center for reformation and renaissance Studies, 2004), pp. 367–393. according to 
Jorge cañizares-esguerra in “la araucana,” “colonization becomes a fulfillment of  
biblical, apocalyptical prophecies, an act of liberation and wrathful divine punishment. 
Jorge cañizares-esguerra, Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianizing the Atlantic, 1500–1700 
(Stanford: Stanford university Press, 2006, p. 37).

2 Since in current historiography there is no consensus about the naissance (when?), 
the character (which?), and the social implementation (how?) of iberian nationalisms 
(see notes 61 and 62, below), i have qualified the use of the term “nation” throughout this 
article, emphasizing that while there were discourses that could be labeled “national” or 
“proto-national,” these were not necessarily accepted social realities. For a comprehensive 
account of the contingent character and criteria of early modern iberian group belong-
ing, see tamar Herzog, Defining Nations: Immigrants and Citizens in Early Modern Spain 
and Spanish America (New Haven and london: Yale university Press, 2003). 
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their political allegiance overnight and the victims have suddenly 
turned into the hangmen.3 

according to such a narrative, the conversos enabled the emergence of 
a unique national (or proto-national) ideology encompassing a deep 
sense of mission, pride, and divine election, “creating a general belief 
in the superhuman mission of the catholic sovereigns….”4 Historians 
of the Portuguese messianic tradition of “Sebastianismo”—named after 
the hopes concerning an eventual “Second coming” of King Sebastian 
(1554–1578) to re-establish Portuguese grandeur—raised similar argu-
ments concerning the role of the conversos.5 castro and his followers 
have found the leading propagators of iberian providential ideologies 
to have been conversos who worked closely with the monarchy during 
the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These New christians served 
as courtiers, theologians, churchmen, historians, and chroniclers, and 
among them were the anonymous author of the Chronicle of 1344, the 
former rabbi of burgos, Shlomo Halevi (later known as Pablo de Santa 
maria), and his son, alonso de cartagena, bishop of burgos.6 cartagena 

3 américo castro, The Structure of Spanish History (Princeton: Princeton university 
Press, 1954), p. 530.

4 castro, Structure of Spanish History, p. 529 n. 133. See also américo castro, 
Aspectos del vivir hispánico: espiritualismo, mesianismo, actitud personal en los siglos 
XIV al XVI (Santiago de chile: cruz del Sur, 1947). in this vein, see Juan Gil, “colón 
y la casa Santa,” Historiografía y Bibliografía Americanista 21 (1977), pp. 125–135; 
Jacques lafaye, Mesías, cruzadas, utopías. El judeo-cristianismo en las sociedades ibéri-
cas (mexico: Fondo de cultura económica, 1984), esp. pp. 32–39.

5 João lúcio de azevedo, A evolução do sebastianismo (lisbon: Presença, 1984); 
José van den besselaar, O sebastianismo: história sumária (lisbon: instituto da cultura 
e língua Portuguesa, 1987); Jacqueline Hermann, No reino do desejado: a construção 
do sebastianismo em Portugal, séculos XVI e XVII (São Paulo: companhia das letras, 
1998); elias lipiner, Bandarra e os Cristãos-Novos (trancoso: câmara municipal de 
trancoso, 1998); manuela mendonça, ed., O Sebastianismo: política, doutrina e mito 
(sécs. XVI–XIX) (lisbon: colibrí, 2004).

6 r.b. tate, “The Anacephalosis of alfonso Garcia de Santa maria, bishop of burgos, 
1435–1456,” in Frank Pierce, ed., Hispanic Studies in Honor of I. Gonzalez Llubera 
(oxford: dolphin, 1959), pp. 387–401; r.b. tate, Ensayos sobre la historiografía penin-
sular del siglo XV (madrid: Gredos, 1970); Haim beinart, “¿cuándo llegaron los judíos 
a españa?” Studios 3 (1962), pp. 1–32; e. Sánchez Salor, “el providencialismo en la 
historiografía cristiano- visigótica de españa,” Anuario de estudios filológicos 5 (1982), 
pp. 179–192; m. Jean Sconza, History and Literature in Fifteenth-Century Spain: An 
Edition and Study of Pablo de Santa Maria’s “Siete edades del mundo” (madison: Hispanic 
Seminary of medieval Studies, 1991); luis Fernández-Gallardo, Alonso de Cartagena. 
Una biografía política en la Castilla del siglo XV (Valladolid: Junta de castilla y león, 
2002), pp. 277–417; José andrés-Gallego, “la aparición de españa y su historia,” in 
José andrés-Gallego, ed., Historia de la historiografía de España (madrid: encuentro 
ediciones, 2004), p. 11.
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revived Visigoth Spain’s providential concepts, adapting them to sup-
port the castilian expansionist policies of his time. The historiographic 
approach taken by castro and others portrays the innovative politi-
cal thought of the conversos as most influential during the reign of the 
catholic monarchs Ferdinand and isabella. at that time the conversos 
found favor at court, their thought was institutionalized, and it formed 
what would become an iberian providential tradition enduring through-
out, and even beyond, the Hapsburg dynasty.7 

critics argued that castro’s perspective—which simplified what others 
have viewed as a complex and heterogeneous historical reality—largely 
reflected his own ideology and agenda of trying to demonstrate strong 
Jewish and muslim influences in the constitution of christian Spanish 
identities.8 castro, his disputants pointed out, failed to account for the 
role of late-medieval, non-converso, Franciscan-Joachimite theologies. 
These had contributed to the emergence of iberian messianic-providen-
tial ideologies prevalent during the period of the overseas discoveries 
and the early stages of american colonization.9 castro also marginal-
ized the influence of “old” christians, such as the royal chronicler andrés 
de bernáldez, who espoused similar conceptions of “national” pride and 
the providential role of the monarchy.10 moreover, castro’s critics have 
emphasized that not all conversos sensitive to the mission played by the 

7 José cepeda adán, “el providencialismo en los cronistas de los reyes católicos,” 
Arbor 17 (1950), pp. 177–190.

8 eugenio asensio, “la peculiaridad literaria de los conversos,” Anuario de estudios 
Medievales 4 (1967), pp. 327–351.

9 alain milhou, Colón y su mentalidad mesiánica en el ambiente franciscanis-
ta español (Valladolid: Publicaciones de la casa museo de colón, 1983); luís Filipe  
F.r. Thomaz, “l’idée imperiale manueline,” in Jean aubin, ed., La découverte, le Portugal 
et l’Europe (Paris: centre calouste Gulbenkian, 1990), pp. 35–103; margarida Garcez 
Ventura, O messias de Lisboa. Um estudo de mitologia politica (1383–1415) (lisbon: 
edições cosmos, 1992). For a re-appraisal of “Sebastianismo,” see manual J. Gandra, 
Joaquim de Fiore, joaquimismo e esperança sebástica (lisbon: Fundação lusiada, 
1999).

10 bernáldez interpreted the final victory of the catholic kings over moorish 
Granada: “and thus they brought this holy and laudable conquest to a glorious conclu-
sion and saw before them what many kings and princes had wished to see: a kingdom 
of so many cities and towns and such a multitude of villages situated in such strong and 
fruitful lands, all won in the space of ten years. What could be the meaning of this but 
God’s desire to provision it for them and put it in their hands?” Quoted in Helen Nader, 
The Mendoza Family in the Spanish Renaissance, 1350–1550 (New brunswick: rutgers 
university Press, 1979), p. 27. For a comparison between the old christian andrés 
bernáldez’s providential views and those of the converso historian Fernando del Pulgar, 
see Juan de dios mendoza Negrillo, S.J., Fortuna y providencia en la literatura castellana 
del siglo XV (madrid: real academia española, 1973), pp. 184–207. it is interesting to 
note that mendoza Negrillo was himself a Jesuit Father. 
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iberian people and kings shared the belief in divine election and heav-
enly retribution.11 

consequently, while recent studies maintain that conversos indeed 
promoted a providential conception of iberian nationhood and history, 
the way these ideas found their way into Spanish and Portuguese politics 
and political thought is more nuanced and circumstantial than castro’s 
thesis suggests. indeed, whereas castro considered converso thought to 
have been shaped by the adaptation of the conversos’ biblical Jewish her-
itage, modern scholars focus rather on their social status and the way 
this would have impacted their approach. many conversos served as “let-
rados” working closely with the court, adopting renaissance humanist 
perceptions of politics, culture, religion, and society, including the idea 
of a common, providential history and destiny.12 moreover, the conver-
sos were “parvenus” or “pariahs,”13 and, as such, in a historical context 
increasingly obsessed with genealogical considerations,14 they had an 
understandable interest in exploring new means of social, political, and 
ideological integration. They embraced notions of providential “nation-
alism” and divine election of iberian peoples and kings because these 
presupposed the existence of a unified and harmonious “mystical body,” 
a society sanctioned by God. While such heuristic, or “neo-castronian,” 
theories of iberian national discourses have merit, i find that they, too, 
obscure aspects of the phenomenon of converso influence on iberian 
providentialism. Those who responded to castro by focusing on the 
social conditions of the New christians ended up marginalizing, and 
hence understating, the significance of Hebraic theological-political tra-
ditions. They also assumed that fifteenth-century castile had retained the 
Visigoth Kingdom’s exclusion of the conversos based on the notion of a 
pure “Gothic” ethnicity, although ironically this was a concept invented 
by New christians like alonso de cartagena.15 

11 John edwards, “Conversos, Judaism, and the language of monarchy in Fifteenth-
century castile,” in i. benabu, ed., Circa 1492. Proceedings of the Jerusalem Colloquium: 
Litterae Judaeorum in Terra Hispanica (Jerusalem: magnes Press, 1992), pp. 207–223; 
José manuel Nieto Soria, “las concepciones monárquicas de los intelectuales conver-
sos en la castilla del siglo XV,” Espacio, tiempo y forma, 3rd ser., Historia Medieval 6 
(1993), pp. 229–248.

12 Helen Nader identified the emergence of theories of iberian providentialism as 
part of a more heterogeneous and vast “letrado theory of monarchy.” Nader, Mendoza 
Family, pp. 19–35.

13 For example, Nieto Soria, “las concepciones monárquicas.”
14 david Nirenberg, “mass conversion and Genealogical mentalities: Jews and 

conversos in Fifteenth-century Spain,” Past and Present 174 (2002), pp. 2–41.
15 Jocelyn N. Hillgarth, The Spanish Kingdoms, 1250–1516 (oxford: clarendon 

Press, 1978), vol. 2, p. 463; Jocelyn N. Hillgarth, “Spanish Historiography and iberian 
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The alternate narrative proposed here assumes the existence of two 
distinguishable strands of iberian catholic providentialism with which 
conversos have been associated. The first was ethnically and culturally 
inclusive, deeply imbued with New testament–Pauline theology, encap-
sulated by St. Paul in epistle to the Galatians 3:28: “There is neither Jew 
nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free person, there is not male and 
female; for you are all one in christ Jesus.” The second was exclusive, 
influenced primarily by an interpretation of the old testament idea of 
an elect people. it is paradoxical and worthy of consideration that con-
versos and pro-conversos usually endorsed what i have designated as the 
Pauline notion of providentialism, whereas old testament form was pro-
moted by many anti-converso elements. 

The implicit and explicit debates between the proponents of each of 
the different brands of providentialism described here and the connec-
tion between these debates and the conversos suggest the idiosyncrasy of 
early modern iberian national or proto-national discourses. This does not 
mean that the iberian providential debate should be understood entirely 
in terms of the converso phenomenon. indeed, the “final battle” against 
iberian muslims and the idea of the “reconquista,” the territorial dis-
coveries and the imperial realities they created, and the constant fight 
against heretics and infidels were all more manifest aspects of the early 
modern iberian experience than this phenomenon, and they should be 
considered. The conversos, however, were unique in that they were both 
subjects and objects of providential discourse, and they embodied many 
of the central issues of collective providential belief, such as the precise 
boundaries of the divine election (who is Spanish? who is Portuguese?) 
and the question of how to respect the covenant and preserve divine 
election. The conversos were not the only iberian minority who defied 
common prejudices and beliefs concerning collective identity. iberian 
realities inside and outside the peninsula were strikingly heterogeneous.16 
The attachment of conversos—via their peculiar ethnicity—to the deepest 
roots of christian theology, alongside their association with an emerging 
mercantilism, made them the theological-political group par excellence. 
Since providence was perceived as one of the most evident manifestations 

reality,” History and Theory 24 (1985), pp. 28–29. according to castro, these converso 
adaptations had, in fact, deep Jewish roots. They were purportedly based on biblical 
ideas of election, purity, and exclusion: “The people who really felt the scruple of purity 
of blood were the Spanish Jew[s]... there is a punctilious concern for family purity... as 
a consequence of the persecution in the fifteenth century he became still more acutely 
aware of his exclusive particularism.” castro, Structure of Spanish History, p. 525.

16 Pablo Fernández albaladejo, Fragmentos de Monarquía (madrid: alianza 
editorial, 1992); antónio manuel Hespanha, As vésperas do Leviathan. Instituições e 
poder político. Portugal—sec. XVII (lisbon: editora almedina, 1994).
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of the dualism dividing God and man, spiritual and terrestrial, historical 
and meta-historical, revealed and hidden, the status of the conversos in 
iberian societies could be seen as a faithful and poignant “barometer” of 
God’s will and response to human deeds. 

castro appears to have been both right and wrong in his apprecia-
tions. He correctly identified an underlying converso contribution (as 
subjects or objects of debate) to early modern national or proto-national 
iberian discourses. He was incorrect in identifying continuity between 
an “authentic” and traditional Jewish ethnic sense of superiority and its 
converso transposition in early modern iberian christian contexts. 

2. inclusive converso and Pro-converso Providentialism   

it is difficult to properly gauge the measure of Jewish influence on con-
verso iberian providentialism.17 indeed, both conversos and messianic 
Franciscan Joachimists perceived incidents such as the final victory over 
the moors in Granada, the discovery of america, or even the expulsion 
of the Jews from Spain and Portugal as heavenly signs of approbation and 
election.18 moreover, an abundance of old and New testament quota-
tions demonstrating the continuity between biblical providence and late 
medieval and early modern iberia was a common stylistic feature of the 
providential genre. another problem is what i have identified as the 
salient mutual characteristic of converso and Franciscan views regard-
ing iberian providentialism: a deep sense of inclusive optimism. in fact, 
inclusive providentialism was often intermingled with its exclusive coun-
terpart, the ideological divide between these two strands having been 
obscured. during the sixteenth century, the Spanish erasmian and early 
Jesuit concern with spiritual unity became a part of this inclusive trend, 
and conversos were influential in these movements still imbued with 
Pauline integrative ideologies.19 For this reason, i prefer to characterize 
providentialism not as a byproduct of a converso or marrano theology, 
but as a conglomerate of common-ground ideologies with converso or 
pro-converso proclivities.20

17 Stefania Pastore, Un’Eresia Spagnola. Spiritualità Conversa, Alumbradismo e 
Inquisizione (1449–1559) (Florence: leo S. olschki editore, 2004), pp. v–xiii.

18 milhou, Colón y su mentalidad mesiánica, pp. 169 ss. 
19 marcel bataillon, Erasme et l’Espagne (Genève: droz, 1991); marcel bataillon, Les 

Jésuites dans l’Espagne du XVIe siècle, Pierre-antoine Fabre, annotateur, Gilles bataillon, 
préfacier (Paris: les belles lettres, 2009).

20 based on richard H. Popkin’s idea of a “marrano theology” in isaac la Peyrère’s 
(1596–1676) writings. See richard H. Popkin, “The marrano Theology of isaac 
la Peyrère,” Studi internazionali di filosofia 5 (1973), pp. 97–126. Nathan Wachtel  
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one example of the complexity inherent in any attempt to isolate con-
verso influence, and any Jewish thought that made its way into iberian 
thought through it, is alonso de cartagena’s Spanish “neo-Gothic” ethos, 
credited with creating a new sense of castilian superiority and mission. 
cartagena’s ideology has recently been revealed as having been of hybrid 
character.21 He considered Spanish nobility a matter of virtue and lin-
eage and opined that meritocratic and ethnic integration of old and New 
christians was key to understanding castilian international preeminence 
and its divine election. His belief that “the more frequently and abundantly 
Jews convert, the more plausible it is that we are approaching the day of 
universal judgment,”22 could be understood in two ways: as an idiosyn-
cratic converso interpretation of epistle to the romans 11, conferring a 
pivotal role in the history of humankind’s salvation on the massive apos-
tasy of iberian Jews;23 or as echoing Franciscan Joachimism. according 
to the prophecy of Joachim of Fiore, “the Jewish people will be converted 
in the end: i say the end of the second status, not the end of the third.” 
Whereas the usual christian medieval belief and interpretation of St. Paul 
was that all israel would be saved with the conversion of the Jews and that 
this would take place at the end of time, as one of the events of the last 
Judgment, Joachim foresaw the conversion as marking the onset of a new 
“status” of humanity, its greatest fulfillment on earth.24 

The conjunction between both Pauline providential inclusive inter-
pretations reached its climax during the period of discoveries, but the 
Joachimite interpretation eventually absorbed both and took center stage. 
The evangelical mission of Spain and Portugal among the heathens and 

enlarged the notion to iberian authors or characters—whether of New christian ori-
gin or not. See Nathan Wachtel, “Théologies marranes: une configuration millenariste,” 
Annales, Histoire, Sciences Sociales 62 (2007), pp. 69–100. on the background of the 
term, see Yosef Kaplan, “richard Popkin’s marrano Problem,” in Jeremy d. Popkin, ed., 
The Legacies of Richard Popkin, International Archives of the History of Ideas/Archives 
internationales d’histoire des idées 198 (2008), pp. 197–212.

21 bruce rosenstock, “alonso the cartagena: Nation, miscegenation, and the Jew 
in late-medieval castile,” Exemplaria 21 (2000), pp. 185–204; bruce rosenstock, New 
Men: Conversos, Christian Theology, and Society in Fifteenth-Century Castile (london: 
department of Hispanic Studies, Queen mary, university of london, 2002).

22 Quoted in rosenstock, New Men, p. 37.
23 For example, cartagena’s father’s assumptions on the same issue: “nam, in po-

tissimis temporibus Ecclesiae, scilicet in eius exordio et fine, in quibus Christus fuit et 
erit praesens, de stirpe Israelitica descendentes principaliores fuerunt, et erunt: nam in 
fine mundum totus genus Israeliticum Christo firmissime adhaerebit.” Javier martinez de 
bedoya, La segunda parte del ‘Scrutinium Scripturarum’ de Pablo de Santa Maria, “El 
dialogo catequetico” (rome: Pontificia universitas Sanctae crucis, Facultas Theologiae, 
2002), pars. ii, distinctio Vi, cap. Xiii.

24 robert e. lerner, The Feast of Saint Abraham: Medieval Millenarians and the Jews 
(Philadelphia: university of Pennsylvania Press, 2001), p. 31.
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the economic benefits reaped from conquest and colonization were inter-
preted as heavenly rewards and signs of eschatological imminence.25 For 
even after the end of the period of wonder and enthusiasm, a limited 
version of this inclusive, apocalyptic providentialism prevailed in latin 
america, as Jesuits living among the indians maintained a version of it.26 
in fact, providential beliefs subsisted among latin american “conquista-
dores, ” settlers, and criollo offspring, for conquest and colonization were 
perceived as another stage of the enduring fight by Spaniards against the 
forces of evil.27 Providentialism became an established ideology among 
Hapsburgs, monarchs, european intellectuals, and ordinary people, par-
ticularly in times of war and unexpected upheavals.28 The belief that 
God had granted iberian catholic kings Ferdinand and isabella the role 
of spreading the Gospel universally, was briefly integrated into the impe-
rial “Ghibellinian” discourses of charles V’s thinkers and advisers. For 
many castilian writers, Spain was the new focal point of the empire and 
the God-appointed scourge of islam; therefore, it was now the obvious 
bearer of the pietas that had been the source of the greatness of ancient 
rome.29 

after Felipe ii’s ascension to the throne, providential inclusive dis-
courses were articulated in a less cosmopolitan, deeply religious, but still 

25 John leddy Phelan, The Millenial Kingdom of the Franciscans in the New World 
(berkeley and los angeles: university of california Press, 1970); luís de Sousa rebelo, 
“Providencialismo e profecia nas crónicas portuguesas da expansão,” BHS 71 (1994),  
pp. 65–86, 75–76; Julio Gerardo martínez martínez, “Providencialismo, Sagradas 
escrituras y religiosidad en el descubrimiento de indias,” in El reino de Granada 
y el Nuevo Mundo: V Congreso Internacional de Historia de América, mayo de 1992,  
vol. 3 (Granada: diputación Provincial de Granada, 1994), pp. 87–116; adriano Prosperi, 
America e apocalisse e altri saggi (Pisa-roma: istituti editoriali Poligrafici internazionali, 
1999).

26 “it was the peculiarity of these exemplar communities of Hispanic america... 
that they all revolved around the conversion of the indians, in fulfillment of what were 
seen as the spiritual obligations inherent in God’s choice of Spain to conquer and settle 
these pagan lands.” John H. elliott, Empires of the Atlantic World: Britain and Spain in 
America, 1492–1830 (New Haven and london: Yale university Press, 2006), p. 186.

27 cañizares-esguerra, Puritan Conquistadors.
28 F. castillo cáceres, “el providencialismo y el arte de la guerra en el Siglo de 

oro: la ‘Política española’ de fray Juan de Salazar,” Revista de Historia Militar 75 (1993), 
pp. 135–156; Jorge cañizares-esguerra, “la idea de la guerra en la obra de Francisco 
de Quevedo,” Revista de Historia Militar 80 (1996), pp. 155–182; ronald W. truman, 
Spanish Treatises on Government: Society and Religion in the Time of Philip II: The ‘De 
Regimine Principum’ and Associated Traditions (leiden: brill, 1999), p. 241; richard  
l. Kagan, Lucrecia’s Dreams: Politics and Prophecy in Sixteenth-Century Spain (berkeley: 
university of california Press, 1995).

29 anthony Pagden, Lords of All the World: Ideologies of Empire in Spain, Britain, 
and France c. 1500–c. 1800 (New Haven and london: Yale university Press 1995),  
p. 43.
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ambitious idea of “universal monarchy.”30 by the end of the sixteenth cen-
tury, inclusive providentialism had undergone two significant changes. 

First, eschatological enthusiasm underwent a degree of seculariza-
tion when, due to social, political, and economic crisis, as well as the 
machiavellian challenge to catholic statecraft, various political lead-
ers, writers, and theologians sought to modernize iberian society. They 
called for mercantilist, centralist, and pragmatic policies.31 reformers 
were accused of machiavellianism and even atheism by their enemies, 
but when the count duke of olivares, one of the influential reformers, 
announced in 1625 that “God is Spanish and fights for our nation,” he 
was not merely paying lip service to a more religious providentialism 
than he himself espoused.32 indeed, while inclusive providentialism was 
secularized by the incorporation of mercantilist and centralistic ideas of 
politics, it remained a dynamic religious movement.33 

Second, conversos once again stood at the center of providential dis-
course and debate. This time, their capacity as successful entrepreneurs 
made them so significant. Thus, the traditional theological discourse of 
converso Fray luis de león (1528–1591) concerning the heavenly desire 
to integrate the New christians into the “mystical body” was translated 
into political and economic concepts.34 The Spanish Jesuit (probably of 
Jewish descent) Pedro de rivadeneira (1526–1611) and the Portuguese 
New christian merchant duarte Gomes Solis stated that the conversion, 
the expulsion of the Jews, and even the establishment of the inquisition 
conveyed heavenly blessings to the iberian monarchs. However, these 
thinkers also noted that these measures enabled the integration of sin-
cere conversos into local societies.35 Writings such as those of Gomes 
Solis, replete with stories of heavenly intervention on behalf of catholic 

30 cf. John m. Headley, “The Habsburg World empire and the revival of 
Ghibellinism,” Medieval and Renaissance Studies 7 (1978), pp. 93–127. 

31 John H. elliott, “Self-Perception and decline in early-Seventeenth-century 
Spain,” Past and Present 74 (1977), pp. 41–61; robert bireley, The Counter-Reformation 
Prince: Anti-Machiavellianism or Catholic Statecraft in Early Modern Europe (chapel Hill 
and london: university of North carolina Press, 1990).

32 Jonathan brown and John H. elliott, A Palace for a King: The Buen Retiro and the 
Court of Philip IV (New Haven: Yale university Press, 1980), p. 140.

33 milhou, Colón y su mentalidad mesiánica; Thomaz, “l’idée imperiale manue-
line.”

34 Vincent Parello, “entre honra y deshonra: el Discurso de fray agustín Salucio 
acerca de los estatutos de limpieza de sangre (1599),” Criticón 80 (2000), pp. 139–153.

35 Pedro de rivadeneira, “tratado del príncipe cristiano,” in Vicente de la Fuente, 
ed., Obras escogidas (madrid: biblioteca de autores españoles, 1952), p. 481; truman, 
Spanish Treatises, pp. 289, 302; duarte Gomes Solis, Discursos sobre los comercios de las 
dos Indias, ed. moses bensabat amzalak (lisbon: s.n., 1943), pp. 20–21, 121–122. 
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seamen and conquistadores, further argued that the re-establishment of 
iberian grandeur depended on the guarantee of preeminence to com-
merce and to a peaceful living for New christians who were experienced 
businessmen.36 God had provided the Portuguese with salvation through 
the wealth of india, which the merchants transported while spreading the 
Gospel by word and through example.37 in a manner similar to other 
contemporary conversos or pro-conversos, Gomes Solis believed that the 
New christians played a major role in the iberian restoration, as willed 
by God.38 

Political, social, and economic circumstances enabled Portuguese inclu-
sive providentialism to preserve both its “national” and eschatological 
overtones, which underscored the major converso contribution to earthly 
wealth and spiritual salvation. The Jesuit antónio Vieira (1608–1697), 
its most vehement exponent, promulgated a radical theological-political 
understanding of Pauline universal and messianic messages; he declared 
that the restored king John iV (1603–1656) had been charged with accel-
erating the Second coming by protecting the conversos and granting 
Jews entry into Portugal in order to establish them in the new “prom-
ised land.” according to his understanding of St. Paul’s olive tree allegory 
of epistle to the romans 11, the conversion of the Jews would bring an 
unprecedented grace and pave the way to the final salvation: “how much 
greater progress the Jews in the faith will make after the Jews have con-
verted, and how much more copious fruits the roots will give to their 
natural branches.”39

36 according to Gomes Solis, the conversos were among the first to identify the 
potential wealth of newly discovered brazil: “Aviendo passado en los principios del des-
cubrimiento del Brasil alguna gente de la nacion de la casta Hebrea, que major q(ue) 
todos los demas que a ella passaron, reconocieron la bondad della.” duarte Gomes Solis, 
Alegación en favor de la Compañía de la India Oriental comercios ultramarinos que 
de nuevo se instituyó en el reyno de Portugal, ed. moses bensabat amzalak (lisbon: 
editorial império, 1955), pp. 202–203. 

37 “Pues es cierto que en ella nos entrego Dios el temporal de la tierra para que no-
sotros procurassemos el bien espiritual de los naturales della, y nos obligó por este título 
a ser en la India de tal manera mercaderes, que siruiessemos juntamente de predicadores, 
qua(n)do no fuesse con la dotrina, a lo menos con el exemplo.” letter addressed to the 
duke of lerma, lisbon, december 12, 1612, cited in Gomes Solis, Discursos sobre los 
comercios, p. 239.   

38 Gomes Solis, Alegación en favor de la Compañía, p. 209. cf. antonio de oliveira, 
Poder e oposição política em Portugal no periodo filipino (1580–1640) (lisbon: difel, 
1990), p. 87. 

39 Quoted by Thomas cohen, “Judaism and the History of the church in the 
inquisition trial of antónio Vieira,” Luso-Brazilian Review 40 (2003), p. 71. See 
also antónio Vieira, Obras Escolhidas, ed. antónio Sérgio and Hernani cidade,  
vol. 4 (lisbon: livraria Sá da costa, 1951), pp. 19, 31, 32; israel Salvator révah, “les 
Jésuites portugais contre l’inquisition: la campagne pour la création de la compagnie 
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3. exclusive anti-converso Providentialism  

if inclusive ideas of providentialism emphasized the universal mission of 
the iberian kings and peoples in the history of mankind, exclusive provi-
dentialism underlined the restrictive implications of election. exclusive 
providentialism turned to a glorious past rather than toward a utopian 
future and was therefore conservative as opposed to eschatological. it 
tended to be nostalgic, reactive, and diffident toward change and inno-
vation. Similar to inclusive providentialism, it relied on biblical writings 
to legitimize ideologies and worldviews; but unlike its inclusive coun-
terpart, which preferred Pauline writings, exclusive providentialism was 
inclined toward the old testament, particularly those narratives that 
concerned the israelites (the Pentateuch and the books of Judges, Kings, 
and chronicles). This implies that iberian exclusive providentialism per-
ceived iberians as a “New israel” but not in the inclusive, ethnic and 
eschatological vein of St. Paul’s epistles. Juan de Salazar encapsulated this 
in his 1619 Política española: “a promise was given to his chosen people 
in the Scriptures; and its heir to this grace is the Spanish nation.”40 Some 
Spaniards perceived themselves as the chosen people, and repeated com-
parisons with the biblical Hebrews only exacerbated their competitiveness 
with the old israel. Yosef Kaplan observed that “[n]ot satisfied with strip-
ping the Jews of their ‘chosenness’ they also felt a need to explain and 
justify the latter’s rejection by the divinity.” Thus, in his 1629 Book of 
the Five Excellencies of the Spaniard, Fray benito Peñalosa y mondragón 
claimed that the Spaniards were the real israelites, because, by discov-
ering the new continent and spreading the faith, they were fulfilling 

Générale du commerce du brésil,” in charles amiel, ed., Etudes portugaises (Paris: 
centre calouste Gulbenkian, 1975), pp. 155–183; antónio José Saraiva, “antónio 
Vieira, menasseh ben israel et le cinquième empire,” Studia Rosenthaliana 6 (1972), 
pp. 25–57; Thomas cohen, “millenarian Themes in the Writings of antónio Vieira,” 
Luso-Brazilian Review 28 (1991), pp. 23–46; anita Novinsky, “Padre antónio Vieira, the 
inquisition, and the Jews,” in barry Walfish, ed., The Frank Talmage Memorial Volume 2 
(Haifa: university of Haifa Press, university Press of New england in association with 
brandeis university Press, 1992), pp. 151–162; adma muhana, ed., Os Autos do Processo 
de Vieira na Inquisição (São Paulo and Salvador: uNeSP, Fundação cultural estado da 
bahía, 1995), pp. 17, 56; maria J. Jordan, “The empire of the Future and the chosen 
People: Father antónio Vieira and the Prophetic tradition in the Hispanic World,” Luso-
Brazilian Review 40 (2003), pp. 45–57.

40 Fray Juan de Salazar, Politica española (1619), ed. miguel Herrero García (madrid: 
instituto de estudios Políticos, 1997), pp. 73–89. See also miguel Herrero García, Ideas 
de los españoles del siglo XVII (madrid: Gredos, 1966), p. 13; Yosef Kaplan, “Jews and 
Judaism in the Political and Social Thought of Spain in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
centuries,” in Shmuel almog, ed., Anti-Semitism Through the Ages (oxford: Pergamon 
Press, 1988), p. 155.
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ancient prophecies. The Spaniards were enjoying the blessings showered 
on Jacob and, through him, on all the families of the earth, in line with 
Genesis 28:14. according to Fray Juan de Salazar, the Spaniards were 
similar to the Hebrews for being chosen peoples, and not for breaking 
their covenant with the almighty.41 in Kaplan’s words, iberian writers 
such as Salazar and Peñalosa y mondragón thought that “the expulsion 
of 1492 indicated both the final rejection of the Jews and the choice of 
the Spanish in their stead.”42 

it seems to me that expressions of inclusivity or exclusivity were part 
of a vivid debate among providential thinkers and believers. cartagena’s 
articulation of the providential role of conversos, for example, was in 
reaction to the toledo riots of 1449, where New christians were perse-
cuted for being strangers to “Gothic” ethnicity and for their propensity 
to heresy and deviance.43 moreover, in the debate over the subjugation 
of the american natives, the outspoken advocate of aggressive imperi-
alism Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda (1494–1573) compared america to the 
biblical “promised land,” the conquistadores to Joshua, and the indians 
to the canaanites. i believe that this comparison was not fortuitous. it 
was made in reaction to inclusive-Pauline providential argumentation on 
behalf of the indians raised by (the converso?) Father bartolomé de las 
casas (1484[?]–1566).44

The catholic kings’ successful combination of exclusive (e.g., 
inquisition) and inclusive (e.g., territorial expansion) measures were 
mirrored by a form of consensual providentialism. exclusive providen-
tialism began to dominate iberian public opinion when the crisis set  
in. The resolution of the crisis, it was argued, could surely not lie in 
further modernization; to the contrary, the crisis called for the abandon- 
ment of inclusive providentialism and a return to pretended, original 
religious, social, political, and ethnic roots. in a manner reminiscent 
of biblical times, the iberian crisis was understood as heavenly punish-
ment of the chosen people. Thus, in his “tratado sobre a destruição de 
Hierusalem” (1624) the dominican Friar antónio rosado identified the 

41 “De modo que es el pueblo español semejante al hebreo en lo que es ser pueblo de 
Dios, y no en lo que se desdijo y se desvió de serlo.” Salazar, Politica española, p. 88.

42 Kaplan, “Jews and Judaism,” p. 156; Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi, From Spanish 
Court to Italian Ghetto. Isaac Cardoso: A Study in Seventeenth-Century Marranism and 
Apologetics (New York and london: columbia university Press, 1971), pp. 357–358.

43 ben-Zion Netanyahu, The Origins of the Inquisition in Fifteenth-Century Spain 
(New York: random House, 1995), esp. pp. 351–385, 486–517.

44 angel losada, ed., Apologia de Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda contra Fray Bartolomé 
de las Casas y de Fray Bartolomé de las Casas contra Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda (madrid: 
editora Nacional, 1975), pp. 182–185.
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proliferation of New christians convicted by the inquisition of being 
Judaizers as a clear sign of sin and moral decadence. Without a prompt, 
collective repentance, converso heresy would pave the way to divine pun-
ishment and destruction of contemporary Portugal, as happened with 
Jeremiah’s Jerusalem.45

due to the identification of New christians with trade and economic 
wealth, Portuguese anti-converso providentialism rapidly assumed anti-
capitalistic overtones. Thus, the disappearance of King Sebastian and the 
subsequent annexation of Portugal to Spanish Hapsburg were explained 
as divine punishment for the acceptance of money from New christians 
and for elevating their status.46 Similar sentiments were voiced in 1605, 
when Portuguese conversos offered to bankroll reinforcement of the 
fleet in india in exchange for a general amnesty from the inquisition. 
anti-conversos later pointed out that the conversos’ efforts had been for 
nought: the new fleet sank at sea, and those who negotiated the deal 
became ill, were imprisoned, or died almost immediately.47 during the 
seventeenth century, anti-converso contentions were incorporated into 
the criticism raised against machiavellian “reason of state.” 

during the count-duke of olivares’ tenure as minister (1621–1642), 
exclusive anti-converso providentialism reached its conceptual zenith, 
because his pro-converso policy was identified as an embodiment of his 
machiavellian-absolutist tendencies.48 Never before had anti-converso 

45 José adriano de Freitas carvalho, “os ‘últimos fins’ na cultura ibérica (XV–XVii),” 
Revista da Faculdade de Letras, Linguas e Literaturas, anexo 8 (1997), pp. 149–150. 

46 João lúcio de azevedo, História dos Cristãos-Novos Portugueses (lisbon: clássica 
editora, 1989), pp. 120, 131, 167.

47 claude b. Stuczynski, “New christian Political leadership in times of crisis: 
The Pardon Negotiations of 1605,” in moisés orfali, ed., Bar-Ilan Studies in History, 
V: Leadership in Times of Crisis (ramat Gan: bar-ilan university Press, 2007), pp. 45–
70. For similar argumentation, see carl H. Hanson, Economy and Society in Baroque 
Portugal, 1668–1703 (minneapolis: university of minnesota Press, 1981), pp. 72–107; 
Stuart b. Schwartz, “The Voyage of the Vassals: royal Power, Noble obligations, and 
merchant capital before the Portuguese restoration of independence, 1624–1640,” The 
American Historical Review 96 (1991), pp. 735–762; martin a. cohen, The Canonization 
of a Myth: Portugal’s “Jewish Problem” and the Assembly of Tomar 1629 (cincinnati: 
Hebrew union college annual, 2002). 

48 John H. elliott, “Power and Propaganda in the Spain of Philip iV, ” in elliott, 
Spain and Its World, 1500–1700 (New Haven and london: Yale university Press, 1989),  
pp. 162–188; bernardo J. lópez belinchón, Honra, libertad y hacienda: hombres de ne-
gocios y judíos sefardíes (alcalá de Henares: universidad de alcalá, 2001); bernardo 
J. lópez belinchón, “ ‘Sacar la sustancia al reino’: comercio, contrabando y conversos 
portugueses, 1621–1640,” Hispania 61 (2001), pp. 1017–1050; ignacio Pulido Serrano, 
Injurias a Cristo: Religión, política y antijudaísmo en el siglo XVII (alcalá de Henares: 
universidad de alcalá, 2002), ch. 1; Pulido Serrano, “arbitrismo, comercio y conversos: 
reflexiones desde el pensamiento político,” in Jaime contreras, bernardo J. García García, 
and ignacio Pulido, eds., Familia, Religión y negocio: El sefardismo en las relaciones entre 
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ideas been so virulent and suffused with political criticism. indeed, the 
first of the tracts Francisco de Quevedo (1580–1645) published against 
olivares was the vitriolic 1633 anti-converso pamphlet “execration 
against the Jews.” in the style of the day,49 Quevedo relied primarily on 
exclusive providential argumentation when criticizing olivares’ policies. 
He compared the positions of the ideal Spanish monarchs Ferdinand and 
isabella with those of the minister: the uncompromisingly pious mon-
archs had established the inquisition and expelled the Jews and were 
generously rewarded for their efforts by God, whereas olivares promoted 
converso bankers and businessmen at court and succeeded in arous-
ing the divine wrath. Quevedo utilized the biblical depiction of the ten 
plagues of egypt in order to denigrate the biblical israelites and to pro-
pose banishing conversos from iberia. The latter, he wrote, “are a people 
that creates plagues if it is kept and not expulsed.”50 equating olivares’ 
machiavellianism and the converso call for social integration, Quevedo 
claimed that Jews yearned to buy power and influence by nature. He cited 
the biblical episode of the Golden calf (exodus 32), advising the king 
against olivares’ dangerous policies: “my lord, a prince cannot trust in 
a minister who takes the gold and the silver from the Jews, because they 
are the artifacts of sins.”51 

in fact, Quevedo’s radical exclusive providentialism and his concep-
tions of politics and nationhood were not confined to his attacks against 
olivares and the conversos.52 in his “Politics of God and Government 
of christ” (1626, 1656), he depicted christ as the ideal prince and St. 
John the baptist as the quintessential minister for their irreproachable 
behavior. Judas iscariot appeared as a counterexample, being driven 

el mundo ibérico y los Países Bajos en la Edad Moderna (madrid: F. Villaverde, 2002),  
pp. 67–94.

49 antonio domínguez ortíz, “una obra desconocida de adam de la Parra,” Revista 
Bibiliográfica y documental 5 (1951), pp. 97–114; claude b. Stuczynski, “el antisemi-
tismo de Francisco de Quevedo: obsesivo o residual? apuntes crítico-bibliográficos en 
torno a la publicación de la Execración contra los judíos,” Sefarad 57 (1997), pp. 195–204. 
in a consultation of march 22, 1632, even members of the council of castile announced 
that with so many Portuguese conversos’ “coming and going freely at court, it was 
scarcely surprising if God was punishing castile for its sinfulness.” John H. elliott, The 
Count-Duke of Olivares: The Statesman in an Age of Decline (New Haven and london: 
Yale university Press, 1986), p. 450.  

50 Francisco de Quevedo, Execración contra los judíos, ed. Fernando cabo 
aseguinolaza and Santiago Fernández mosquera (barcelona: crítica 1996), pp. 14–15.

51 ibid., p. 29. 
52 robert Selden rose, “The Patriotism of Quevedo,” The Modern Language Journal 

9 (1925), pp. 227–236; José antonio maravall, “Sobre el pensamiento social y político 
de Quevedo: una revisión,” in Víctor García de la concha, ed., Homenaje a Quevedo 
(Salamanca: universidad de Salamanca, 1982), pp. 69–132. 
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by self-interest. but when Quevedo referred to the interaction between 
leaders and people, he extolled the conduct of moses during the battle 
against amalek as the ideal blend of leadership, strategy, and statecraft 
(“he who is tired of praying to God will be too tired to vanquish his ene-
mies”). moses was praised precisely because israel’s victory over amalek 
depended on belief in providence rather than on machiavellian motiva-
tion.53 Quevedo, and indeed many of his conservative peers, believed 
that exclusion of the conversos was no longer required simply for rea-
sons of heresy or ethnic homogeneity. it was a metonymic way to exclude 
modernity and change from iberian realities, collective aspirations, and 
common self-perceptions.

4.  Providence, iberian Nationalism, and Hebrew Political  
influences

For Giorgio agamben, the ways through which God manifests his glory 
to mankind in the christian tradition—or “the providential machine” 
(la machina provvidenziale)—are fundamental to understanding poli-
tics, since divine providence became the paradigm through which men 
understood their political frameworks. divine providence is inherently 
mysterious, since God chooses unexpected and variegated forms of rev-
elation (nature, history, prophecy, and miracles, among others) that 
are both manifest and hidden, familiar to and distant from mankind.54 
moreover, the Holy Scriptures reveal different and often contradictory 
forms of theodicy, such that the justice and fairness of God seem manifest 
in the book of deuteronomy while hidden in the book of Job. according 
to St. Paul in epistle to the romans 1:18–20, even the comprehension of 
divine providence depends on human subjectivity: “[f ]or the wrath of 
God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteous-
ness of men, who hold the truth in unrighteousness; because that which 
may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto 
them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world 
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his 
eternal power and Godhead.” catholic thinkers were particularly con-
scious of the complexity of providence, as they conceived it in a world 

53 Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas, Politica de Dios y govierno de Cristo, sacada 
de la Sagrada Escritura para acierto del Rey, y Reyno en sus acciones (madrid: Pedro 
coello, 1666), p. 153.

54 Giorgio agamben, Il Regno e la Gloria. Per una genealogia teologica dell’economia 
e del governo (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 2007), esp. pp. 157–160.
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dominated by both free will and the intervention of saints and demons.55 
already in his City of God, St. augustine made a fundamental contribu-
tion to providential history. although his complex views on the progress 
of man toward the “celestial Jerusalem” were oversimplified by “politi-
cized” and “historicized” interpretations,56 iberian providential thinkers 
from the converso alonso de cartagena to the anti-converso Francisco 
de Quevedo acknowledge that the interpretation of God’s will “here” and 
“now” is always highly speculative.57 Harro Höpfl’s recent evaluation of 
Jesuit providentialism provides insight regarding the extent and intensity 
of early modern iberian providential discourse that lacked a consoli-
dated vision of historical providence: “[n]o [Jesuit] at all argued that God 
invariably rewards the just and punishes the wicked in this life, but some 
version of the providentialist argument was a commonplace.”58

However, i believe that explaining the use of the providential dis-
course in terms of mere strategy, rhetoric, and propaganda is unjustifiably 
reductive. indeed, providence afforded an easily understandable explana-
tion of unexpected historical circumstances: it served as a clear message 
or cryptic sign sent by God to mankind. in that respect, my description 
of two competing forms of providentialism exemplifies the importance 
of this theological concept in public debates in early modern Spain and 
Portugal. 

55 a. lemonnyer, H.d. Simonin, a. rascol, and r. Garrigou-lagrange, “Providence,” 
in a. Vacant et al., eds., Dictionnaire de théologie catholique, vol. 13 (Paris: librarie 
letouzey & ane, 1937), cols. 935–1023. For a comparison between catholic and 
Protestant notions of providence (mainly in england), see Keith Thomas, Religion and 
the Decline of Magic: Studies in Popular Beliefs in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth-Century 
England (london: Penguin, 1971), esp. pp. 73–122. 

56 Henri-Xavier arquillière, L’augustinisme politique: essai sur la formation des théo-
ries politiques du Moyen-Âge (Paris: Vrin, 1934).

57 in his commentary on St. John chrysostome, alonso de cartagena admitted the 
problems of interpretation he remembered: “vna doctrina de sant Agustin que nos en-
seña que en las cosas tocantes a la Ssacra Escriptura, avque non sepa omme çierta mente 
ssu entendimiento, es cossa prouechosa ynquirir su ssignificaçion et atribuyrle qualquier 
declaraçion que conuenible le paresçiere con tanto que sea concorde a la ssanta dotrina 
et non discuerde de la recta via de la verdat catholica.” mendoza Negrillo, Fortuna y 
providencia, p. 442. in his “The Providence of God” (1641), Quevedo asked frankly: 
Why does “perfidious” islam endure so long? Francisco de Quevedo, “la providencia 
de dios,” in Felicidad buendía, ed., Obras completas, Tomo I obras en prosa (madrid: 
editorial castalia, 1958), pp. 1450–1451. 

58 Harro Höpfl, Jesuit Political Thought. The Society of Jesus and the State, c. 1540–
1630 (cambridge: cambridge university Press, 2004), pp. 109–111. in the same vein, 
“The position of catholic theologians on the presence and verifiability of divine 
intervention in history and contemporary politics differed widely” but was widely ac-
cepted. Harold e. brown, Juan de Mariana and Early Modern Spanish Political Thought 
(aldershot: Variorum reprints, 2007), p. 128.
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Yet providential discourse was popular for at least two additional 
reasons: 

First, providentialism corresponded with catholic-Thomist concep-
tions of the contractual nature of the covenant between God and his 
people. Providential signs could be perceived as the ultimate proof of 
the link between the people, the monarch, and the almighty through 
the reciprocity of rights and duties based on mutual consent, however 
problematic this was.59 Frequent references to the social status of the 
conversos in providential debates could be thus understood as a means 
of verifying the current state of the pact. 

 Second, providential discourse was a means of bonding iberian groups 
together by proving the divine origins of election. at first glance, this 
seems to be in line with adrian Hastings’, Steven Grosby’s, and anthony 
d. Smith’s assertions regarding the old testament origins of medieval 
and early modern european national discourses.60 it was precisely for 
this reason that antonio miguel bernal refused to acknowledge the 
role of providentialism in the development of an idiosyncratic Spanish 
sense of nationality.61 However, by introducing the categories of inclu-
sive and exclusive providentialism in early modern Spain and Portugal, 
i have demonstrated that these two models existed concurrently, and 
this challenges both assumptions. regarding Hastings’, Grosby’s, and 
Smith’s claims, it could be true that “the more powerfully one identified 
one’s nation as chosen, the more one might want to eliminate the first 
chosen nation, the Jews, from the face of the earth,”62 since the old 
testament provided a national paradigm for Western societies and cul-
tures. This is indeed the case in exclusive providentialism. However, i 
have shown how iberian inclusive providentialism provided an alternate 
model of “national” cohesion through a New testament–Pauline para-
digm of integration, ethnic miscegenation, and hybridity. Thus, along 
with the multi-national composition of early modern iberian kingdoms 
and the trans-national character of counter-reformation catholicism, 

59 José antonio maravall, Teoría del Estado en España en el siglo XVII (madrid: 
centro de estudios constitucionales, 1997).

60 adrian Hastings, The Construction of Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion, and 
Nationalism (cambridge: cambridge university Press, 1997); Steven Grosby, Biblical 
Ideas of Nationality: Ancient and Modern (Winona lake, ind.: eisenbrauns, 2002); 
anthony d. Smith, Chosen Peoples (oxford: oxford university Press, 2004). 

61 “La convicción de pertenecer a una nación elegida es un sentimiento de tradición 
judaica compartido por las distintas naciones europeas con vocación hegemónica… y no 
sólo por España.” antonio miguel bernal, España, proyecto inacabado. Costes/beneficios 
del Imperio (madrid: marcial Pons, 2005), pp. 82–83.

62 Hastings, Construction of Nationhood, p. 198.
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inclusive providential discourses also contributed to the creation of an 
ethos of collective specificity. concerning bernal’s argument, the signifi-
cance accorded to conversos in both models of providentialism indicates 
the uniqueness of iberian ideological constructs of nationality. 

my purpose here has not been to assert that the early modern converso 
phenomenon was the constitutive factor of modern iberian nationali-
ties, especially considering the thesis that consensual and self-conscious 
Spanish and Portuguese national sentiments were attained only with the 
Napoleonic invasions,63 if at all.64 to a large extent, late medieval and 
early modern iberian providential discourses were performative rather 
than normative. For this reason, i preferred, throughout this paper, to 
place proto-national terminology alongside national. However, my claim 
has been that Hebrew political traditions were indeed influential in con-
stituting “national” or “proto-national” iberian traditions, though not 
in the essential manner asserted by castro or in the contingent man-
ner suggested by his critics. These Hebrew political traditions influenced 
iberian discourse mainly through the Hebrew people’s becoming conver-
sos, as both subjects and objects of providential thought. converso ideas, 
however, were pursued throughout contradictory textual interpretations 
of the bible, some of which were more Hebraic than others, and some  
of which were tainted by social and political considerations. History, 
which provides context, becomes essential to our understanding of 
(Hebrew) political traditions and their legacies, alongside texts that remain  
ambiguous when understood on their own terms. 
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